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Science Driving 
Exchanges

I n this issue of the Fulbright Finland News we focus 

on science and research, and how international 

scientific collaboration leads to increased inno-

vation and creative problem-solving. 

Current and former Fulbright scholars share 

their efforts in search of solutions to pressing global 

challenges, from decarbonizing the built environ-

ment (p. 10), and forecasting disease emergence  

(p. 17), to solving the plastic pollution crisis (p. 9). 

We also explore the role that scientists can play 

in diplomacy and international relations, and how 

integrating science and diplomacy can help address 

universal problems (p. 8). And we are pleased to be 

able to announce the inaugural recipients of the 

Foundation’s new strategic Seeking Solutions for 

Global Challenges Award (p. 6). 

It has been a year unlike any other. Under the 

exceptional circumstances of the pandemic, our 

grantees and alumni reflect on the transforma-

tional nature of international exchanges. Their 

honest and insightful accounts talk about the 

transition from “comfort zones” to “courage 

zones” (p. 18), discuss the holistic ways in which 

exchange experiences affect personal and pro-

fessional trajectories (p. 13), and describe the new 

paths, whether in pursuing research in biomedi-

cine (p. 17), building accessible journalism (p. 14), or 

removing societal barriers to the success of people 

with disabilities (p. 11). 

We are honored to have as our visiting colum-

nist the Permanent Secretary of the Finnish Min-

istry of Education, Science, and Culture, Anita  

Lehikoinen (p. 3).

As the current academic year draws to a close, we 

convey our gratitude to all our partners, grantees, 

and alumni, and welcome the new academic year 

by announcing our newest partnership award with 

Aalto University (p. 4), and a record number of Finn-

ish and American grantees for the next year (p. 6).

Terhi Mölsä

Chief Executive Officer

Fulbright Finland Foundation
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Finnish-U.S. 
Science 
Cooperation

F inland and the United States are on solid, 

value-based, collaborative ground regard-

ing technology and science. The importance 

of producing knowledge through research, and the 

multifaceted ways knowledge is utilized, are key 

building blocks of our societies. Both countries 

have recently addressed the need explicitly, and on 

a long term basis, to increase research and devel-

opment spending in order to support ecologically, 

economically, and socially sustainable growth and 

global impact.

SCIENCE IS GLOBAL BY NATURE. Science has 

shown its strength in the global COVID-19 crisis. 

It was possible to produce solutions for blocking 

the virus only because of the determined work of 

the scientific community, and public and private 

investments made in blue skies research, before 

we were hit by the pandemic. The virus brought 

together not only scientists, but also research 

funders, administrative branches, as well as pub-

lic and private research organizations. Pressure to 

develop vaccines paved a short track to open inno-

vation processes. The importance of science and 

technology will only increase in the coming years, 

not least because of the need to be better prepared 

for the next crisis.

The United States emphasizes the importance 

of emerging technologies and strategic areas of 

science: artificial intelligence, quantum comput-

ing, next-generation mobile technology and infor-

mation networks, robotics, autonomous vehicles, 

biotechnology, as well as medical, climate, and 

environmental research. With these choices sci-

ence is embedded in all sectors of life.

These priority areas coincide with the research 

fields Finland accentuates. They are research areas 

where we have high-quality research groups and 

expertise, industries, infrastructures, and valuable 

data. Finland and the United States have a common 

agenda in these areas, and cooperation between 

research funders has already begun. The research 

topics of the Academy of Finland’s flagship ecosys-

tems fit well with the research areas prioritized by 

President Biden’s administration.

When looking at the development of the Finnish 

science community over the decades and the out-

puts of scientific activities, it is fair to state that the 

United States is Finland’s most important partner 

country. For Finnish researchers,  cooperation is 

broadest and scientifically most influential with 

U.S. researchers. This is particularly evident in joint 

scientific publications, and in post-doc training of 

many generations of young Finnish researchers. 

THE FINNISH-U.S. FULBRIGHT PROGRAM has 

played a significant role in fostering internation-

alization and a rise in research quality by funding 

and reforming science in Finland. The program as 

a platform has safeguarded continuity of research 

collaboration between individuals and organiza-

tions throughout the decades. Its key strength is its 

constant strategic renewal and innovation.

Through Fulbright scholarships, there are 

strong networks that extend deeply and broadly 

across the economy, society, culture, and politics. 

Altogether, over 5,900 Finns and Americans have 

participated in these exchanges since their incep-

tion in 1949.

These networks are of key importance as we 

continue to strengthen and build new Finnish-U.S. 

collaboration. Fulbright alumni are an invaluable 

resource not only for universities but for coopera-

tion between our two countries. Research funding 

organizations and Finnish Ministries have it on the 

agenda to support these connections – and to facil-

itate establishing new collaborative ties between 

researcher communities of our countries.

Anita Lehikoinen

Permanent Secretary 

Ministry of Education, Science and Culture
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S igned in February 2021, the part-

nership agreement establishes a 

dedicated award for U.S. students 

for graduate studies at Aalto University. 

The Fulbright-Aalto University Graduate 

Award provides students an opportunity to 

enroll in any of the international master’s 

degree programs at Aalto University as a 

degree seeking student. Talented doctoral 

students and master’s level non-degree 

students can also be considered for the 

award. 

In addition to the wide range of per-

sonal support and networking services 

provided by the Foundation, the award 

includes grants for living, travel, and 

residence permit expenses as well as a 

full two-year tuition scholarship. The 

awardee also has an option to participate 

in a summer school in Finland on Finnish 

language and culture before beginning 

studies at Aalto University.

“The new form of collaboration 

between Aalto University and Fulbright 

Finland Foundation presents a unique 

opportunity to advance intercultural 

competence, global diversity, and cul-

tural diplomacy that are key components 

to the success of future graduates from 

higher education,” says the Aalto Uni-

versity Vice President in Education Petri 

Suomala. 

 “We are excited to expand our collabo-

ration with Aalto University, and look for-

ward to welcoming U.S. Fulbright students 

to Finland and to Aalto’s innovative and 

forward-looking programs with this new 

Find out more and apply for the academic 
year 2022-23: 
www.fulbright.fi/scholarships-to-study-finland/
fulbright-aalto-university-graduate-award

Since 2010, the Fulbright Finland Foundation and 
Aalto University have had a U.S. Distinguished 
Chair Award in Business Studies and Engineering: 
www.fulbright.fi/aalto-distinguished-chair  

New Fulbright-Aalto University 
Graduate Award

Fulbright Finland Foundation is pleased to announce the launch 
of its second partnership award with Aalto University.

Aalto University

By merging three leading Finnish universities in 2010, Aalto was founded to work as 
a societally embedded research university. The research at Aalto is concentrated 
around seven key areas combining four core competencies in the fields of ICT, 
materials, arts, design, and business together with three grand challenges related 
to energy, living environment, and health.

In addition to Bachelor’s and Doctoral degrees, Aalto University offers more than 
90 international Master’s Programs taught in English. Students can mix and match 
creatively, and create their own combination from the fields of art, science, 
technology, and business.

The architecturally distinctive campus is one of Europe’s most international academic 
communities, making Aalto the 35th most international university in the world in 2021.

www.aalto.fi/en

award,” says Terhi Mölsä, CEO of the Ful-

bright Finland Foundation. 

Text: Karoliina Kokko
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J ade Roberts is a Cognitive Science 

graduate from the University of Illi-

nois at Urbana-Champaign, and the 

first recipient of the award. She will begin 

her master’s studies in the Computer, 

Communication and Information Sci-

ences – Acoustics and Audio Technology 

at Aalto University in August 2021. 

“Aalto University’s program success-

fully combines my love of speech and 

music with my love of science and math 

by taking an interdisciplinary approach 

to engineering, art, and business. When 

looking for universities to study acoustics 

and human computer interaction, Aalto 

was one of the only universities that had 

a whole department dedicated to Acous-

tics and has a very good Human Computer 

Interaction program,” Jade explains. 

“Additionally, my high school interests 

in Nordic culture and the hard language to 

learn, Finnish, drew me toward Aalto,” 

she adds.

Jade’s final university selection 

decision was based on thorough and 

comprehensive research. “The social 

environment in which I’ll be studying fos-

ters the kind of inclusive, forward-think-

ing, and creative student body I want to 

be a member of, the startup culture is one 

that I just recently started learning about 

and would like to participate in as I pursue 

my own business one day. I also wanted a 

place where arts were part of the program 

options because I want to learn about 

Finnish film, do more in the documentary 

sphere and be around students with simi-

lar interests,” Jade concludes.

The Fulbright Finland Foundation 
received a record number of applications 
for the U.S. Fulbright Student program.

109 
U.S. students applied for a 
Fulbright grant to Finland

51% 
increase in application numbers 

compared to the academic year 2020–21

20
U.S. students selected
14 for degree studies

6 for research

   Quick Figures
For academic year 2021–22

Interdisciplinary 
Approach 

Attracted Jade 
Roberts to Aalto 

University

Alexandra Lobdell
2020-21 Fulbright-LUT  

University Graduate Award

F or the past 30 years the Fulbright 

Finland Foundation has collabo-

rated closely with the Lois Roth 

Endowment, based in Washington D.C., 

to grant supplemental awards to U.S. Ful-

bright student grantees in Finland. 

The Roth-Thomson Award provides 

U.S. Fulbrighters the opportunity to 

enhance or expand their original Ful-

bright project. The award is granted for 

projects in the fields of humanities, visual 

and performing arts, and social sciences.

“The partnership with the Lois Roth 

Endowment is crucially important for our 

U.S. student program. Our unique col-

laboration has created significant impact 

and we look forward to further develop-

ing opportunities to work together with 

the Endowment in the future,” says Terhi 

Mölsä, CEO of the Fulbright Finland Foun-

dation. 

The 2021 Roth-Thomson awardee is 

Alexandra Lobdell. She plans to use the 

award to fund her stay in Finland over the 

summer, dedicating her time to conducting 

research and completing her thesis. Timely 

with the COVID-19 landscape, her research 

focuses on novel collaborations between 

different stakeholders in the pharmaceu-

tical industry that make drug development 

more cost and time efficient. 

“The Lois Roth Endowment greatly 

enjoys and values its productive part-

nership with the Fulbright Finland Foun-

dation. Over 30 years, our collaboration 

has helped enrich and expand the work 

of well over 50 innovative U.S. Fulbright 

researchers and artists in Finland,” says 

Skyler J. Arndt-Briggs, Chair of the Lois 

Roth Endowment.

“Lois Roth herself had close ties to 

Finland, having created a groundbreak-

30 Years of Roth-Thomson 
Collaboration

www.fulbright.fi/scholarships-to-study-finland/
roth-endowment-awards-us-student-fulbrighters

ing Ford Foundation program for Finnish 

intellectual leaders in the 1960s. She would 

have loved to see how the projects we fund 

flourish—projects ranging from instal-

lations of photo and sculpture exhibits, 

to research on Finnish refugee assistance 

and the lifeways of indigenous Sámi pop-

ulations. We look forward to continuing 

this exciting collaboration that promotes 

dialogue across national, linguistic, disci-

plinary, and cultural boundaries,” Arndt-

Briggs says.
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For U.S. candidates 
www.fulbright.fi/ 
seeking-solutions- 
global-challenges-award 

For Finnish candidates 
www.fulbright.fi/grants-
research-postdoc-and-
scholar/seeking-solutions-
global-challenges-award 

Over 130 Finnish and American grantees have been 

selected to participate in the Fulbright Finland 

Foundation exchange programs for the academic 

year 2021-22. This includes 57 Finnish and 75 Amer-

ican scholars, teachers, students, and professionals. 

Additional selections will be made later in the year 

primarily for the short-term programs, likely bring-

ing the total number of grantees close to 140.

Seeking Solutions for Global Challenges

Three U.S. Scholars 
Win the New 

Strategic Award

T hree U.S. scholars have been awarded the 

Fulbright Finland Foundation’s new strate-

gic grant, the Seeking Solutions for Global 

Challenges Award, for the academic year 2021-22. 

The inaugural recipients of the award are Associ-

ate Professor Peter Friedrich from Berry College, 

Associate Professor Lora Harris from the Univer-

sity of Maryland, and Professor Steven Livingston 

from George Washington University. 

On this first application round the new award 

immediately became one of the most viewed 

awards in the global Fulbright U.S. Scholar Catalog 

listing over 400 Fulbright scholar awards around 

the world. Due to the very high quality of appli-

cations, the Board of Directors of the Foundation 

decided to fund three inaugural awards. 

Peter Friedrich will be hosted by Åbo Akademi 

University in Turku, and his project will use theatre 

to broker partnerships between college students 

and members of migrant communities. 

“When we seek solutions to the world’s tough-

est challenges, Theatre doesn’t immediately come 

to mind. That’s what makes this award from the 

Fulbright Finland Foundation such a special honor 

and responsibility. It’s also a welcoming sign that 

many Finns see potential in my art to make a real 

and lasting difference. I cannot wait for the work 

for them to begin at Åbo Akademi,” he says.

Lora Harris will be hosted at the Tvärminne 

Zoological Station, a laboratory of the University of 

Helsinki. “My generation of coastal ecologists were 

trained by those who spent their careers docu-

menting and communicating the causes and mech-

anisms of ecosystem decline over the past century. 

The Seeking Solutions for Global Challenges award 

provides me with the space to think deeply about 

the trajectories we seek around restoring these 

systems, using a comparative framework between 

the Baltic and Chesapeake Bay. How do we find a 

path forward towards improved water quality 

when the baseline conditions of climate or food 

web dynamics have changed? This award gives me 

the time to combine understanding from our basic 

research discoveries with practical and pragmatic 

problem solving,” Harris explains. 

Steven Livingston’s project, “The Sustainabil-

ity of Liberal Democracy in the Digital Era”, brings 

him to the Centre of Excellence in Law, Identity 

and the European Narratives at the University of 

Helsinki. His aim is to create connections between 

European and American scholars who share an 

interest in finding solutions to the growing global 

threat of far-right extremist groups and ideologies. 

“In some ways, my selection for the Seeking 

Solutions for Global Challenges Award is the cul-

mination of the last several years of my profes-

sional life,” Livingston says. “In that time, I’ve lead 

prestigious research groups in the investigation of 

the threats to democracy and I founded a research 

institute in Washington, D.C. that seeks to under-

stand the nature of disinformation. Now I will bring 

my work to Finland as I benefit from the enormous 

intellectual talent at the University of Helsinki. 

I’m grateful for the opportunity and eager to get 

started.”

The award was created by the Board of Direc-

tors of the Fulbright Finland Foundation in 2019 

to support the Foundation’s vision to “empower 

the minds that will find global solutions to tomor-

row’s challenges.” The focus of the award is broadly 

aligned with the United Nations Sustainable Devel-

opment Goals. Selected scholars can represent a 

wide range of academic disciplines. The award is 

also available for Finnish professionals and post-

doctoral researchers from any field for visits at U.S. 

institutions or organizations.

 

Text: Maija Kettunen, Emmi Jelekäinen

Lora Harris

Steven Livingston

Peter Friedrich

Record Number of Grantees

Fulbright Finland Foundation Grantees 
www.fulbright.fi/about-us/grantees  

NEWS

https://www.fulbright.fi/seeking-solutions-global-challenges-award
https://www.fulbright.fi/grants-research-postdoc-and-scholar/seeking-solutions-global-challenges-award
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O ver 1 400 attendees from 67 

countries joined the monthly 

webinars hosted by the Ful-

bright Finland Foundation to discuss 

topics such as comprehensive interna-

tionalization; health, safety, and security; 

the virtual student experience; and part-

nership building.

The global webinar series, “Inter-

nationalization of Higher Education in 

the COVID-19 Era,” showcased valuable 

insights from thought-leaders in the field 

of international education. Guest speak-

ers offered multiple perspectives on how 

the field has been impacted and shaped by 

the pandemic and shared practical tips on 

how to navigate the ‘new normal.’

The series began with a deep dive into 

what’s next for international education 

and study abroad. Robin Matross Helms 

introduced the term ‘scrappy creativity’ 

to explain the approach taken by many 

institutions and international educators 

during the corona-pivot as international 

mobility was interrupted. GianMario 

Besana explained, “Lack of co-location 

does not mean lack of collaboration” and 

encouraged participants to consider online 

collaborations with their partners. On the 

topic of comprehensive international-

ization, Meredith McQuaid emphasized 

the importance of ‘getting a seat at the 

table’ with university leaders to advocate 

and gain support for internationalization 

efforts that align with the mission and 

strategic goals of your institution: “If you 

don’t have a seat at the table, you might 

be on the menu.” Tonija Hope Navas 

explained “You cannot have diversity, 

equity, and inclusion, without justice,” and 

Navigating 
the New 
Normal

Text LEASA WEIMER

The series was jointly organized by the 
Department of State’s USA Study Abroad 
branch, the Fulbright Finland Foundation, and 
the Association of International Education 
Administrators (AIEA).

www.fulbright.fi/internationalization-
higher-education-covid-19-era

S arah Lin, from Taiwan, joined the Ful-

bright Finland Foundation team as the 

first virtual intern in January 2021.

Despite never meeting Sarah face-to 

face, the virtual experience was a success. 

“It was a truly rewarding journey for me. 

Although we were not able to meet each 

other in person, the Fulbright Finland 

family never failed to make me feel a part 

of the team,” Sarah says.

Sarah was studying in the Research and 

Innovation in Higher Education (MARIHE) 

Erasmus Mundus Master’s program at Tam-

pere University. The eight-week internship 

was part of her studies where she accumu-

lated credits for the master’s degree.

During the internship, Sarah created a 

“Guide to Virtual Internships at Fulbright 

Gaining Work Experience 
with a Virtual Internship

Finland Foundation” and conducted a 

comparative analysis of funding pro-

grams available for Finns for study and 

research abroad.

The Foundation has collaborated with 

the MARIHE program for several years, 

offering students in the master’s program 

the opportunity to gain real-world expe-

rience working with Foundation team 

members on projects. 

“Internships are an important part 

of our students’ overall study experi-

ence and at the same time an internship 

offers unique and valuable opportunities 

for our students to build up their profes-

sional networks while studying,” says 

Jussi Kivistö, Professor at the Faculty of 

Manage ment and Business at Tampere 

Sarah Lin

encouraged all participants to “be a JEDI 

international educator.”

Two of the webinars offered a unique 

‘partnership speed dating’ component that 

matched participants with one another to 

explore potential areas for future collabo-

rations. The series wrapped up in June with 

the final discussion focusing on Sustain-

able Partnerships in the Arctic.

University and 2009-10 ASLA-Fulbright 

Research Grant for a Junior Scholar 

grantee. “The Fulbright Finland Founda-

tion has been an important partner for us 

for years, and we are so grateful that they 

have been able to offer excellent real-world 

working experiences for our students. For 

our students, Fulbright Finland Foun-

dation is, year after year, one of the most 

wanted places for an internship,” he says. 

Interested in interning at the Foundation?
www.fulbright.fi/about-us/interning-foundation

Text: Leasa Weimer

Foundation board member Itonde Kakoma 
moderating discussion on diversity and equity.

INTERNATIONALIZATION SERVICES

https://www.fulbright.fi/internationalization-higher-education-covid-19-era
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E arly in their orientation training, 

newly selected Fulbright Finland 

Foundation grantees begin dis-

cussing the Foundation’s programs and 

their multiple and complementary roles. 

Academic and professional exchanges 

enable the flow of knowledge and ideas 

across borders, and contribute to the 

internationalization of higher education 

and research. Moreover, they are cul-

tural and public diplomacy programs, 

with grantees serving as citizen-diplo-

mats, sharing their diverse backgrounds 

and cultures. Many of the programs have 

characteristics of science diplomacy or 

knowledge diplomacy, with a distinct 

focus on helping solve global challenges. 

The largest of the programs that the 

Foundation works with, the global Ful-

bright Program, was founded after World 

War II as a peace program, to help promote 

international understanding following 

the war. And ultimately, all of the Founda-

tion’s programs are leadership programs, 

where leadership is understood not as a 

position or title but as a personal choice 

that anyone can make – leading by taking 

responsibility and creating meaningful 

change. 

Cultural and educational exchange has 

been recognized as a pillar of international 

diplomacy for decades. Science diplomacy, 

in comparison, is less known. Generally 

speaking, science diplomacy refers to 

international operations and actions that 

combine science and foreign relations, but 

the definitions of the term vary consider-

ably depending on perspective and empha-

sis. “New Frontiers in Science Diplomacy,” 

a report published by the Royal Society in 

2010, outlines three dimensions of science 

diplomacy. Science in diplomacy refers to 

science advising and informing diplomacy, 

and science-informed decision-making. 

Science for diplomacy refers to science 

cooperation improving international 

relations, or the capacity of science and 

scientists to create and sustain contacts, 

collaboration, and confidence-building 

even in cases where diplomatic relations 

between countries may be difficult or do 

not exist. And diplomacy for science refers 

to the potential of diplomacy to enable 

and facilitate scientific work that requires 

large-scale international collaboration, 

for instance through large international 

infrastructures, multinational funding, or 

joint legal or governance solutions. 

There is a growing need to deepen the 

dialogue between national governments, 

international actors, and the international 

scientific community. Science diplomacy 

can help achieve this goal by providing 

crucial information for decision-makers, 

strengthening international collabora-

tion, and helping scientists in their work 

both as scientists and as science diplo-

mats. Science, like diplomacy, has always 

been international, and it flourishes 

through people-to-people collaboration – 

just like the Foundation’s programs.  

Operating under the motto “Together 

Shaping the Future,” the Foundation 

strives to awaken an interest in the role 

that individual citizens can play in creat-

ing meaningful change and tackling local 

and global challenges. Aspects of science 

diplomacy are evident in, for instance, 

the Foundation’s strategic award program 

titled Seeking Solutions for Global Challenges, 

with its focus broadly aligned with the 

United Nations Sustainable Development 

Goals.

“Towards An Enabling Science Diplo-

macy,” a comprehensive report com-

missioned by the Finnish government 

and published in May 2021, evaluated the 

development and state of Finnish science 

diplomacy. The report made ten recom-

mendations for the strengthening of 

Science diplomacy is a relatively new term. But it 
is an old practice – and integrally connected with 

the Fulbright Finland Foundation programs.

Text TERHI MÖLSÄ

Citizens and 
Science Diplomacy

science diplomacy, and one of its specific 

recommendations is utilizing existing 

networks such as Fulbright in the plan-

ning and implementation of the science 

diplomacy efforts in the future.

The Foundation recently convened its 

current U.S. Fulbright grantees with one of 

the authors of the report, Johanna Ketola, 

for a conversation on science diplomacy, 

its history and future directions, and 

the different ways in which Fulbright 

students and scholars can contribute to 

science diplomacy. The insightful con-

versation concluded with the participants 

highlighting their responsibility to share 

their research and the relevance of their 

findings with audiences outside of their 

discipline, building awareness and under-

standing of the research topics among 

new and broader audiences.

As our global community tackles 

increasingly complex challenges, the 

long-standing practice of people-to-peo-

ple exchanges is more important than 

ever, and the Fulbright Finland Founda-

tion is proud to play a role in connecting 

the next generation of science diplomats.  

There is a growing 
need to deepen 

the dialogue 
between national 

governments, 
international actors, 

and the international 
scientific community.

Kohti mahdollistavaa 
tiedediplomatiaa
https://julkaisut.valtioneuvosto.fi/
handle/10024/163144

Lue raportti tiedediplomatian tilasta 
Suomessa sekä suositukset suomalaisen 
tiedediplomatian kehittämiseksi.

Report on Finnish science diplomacy, 
includes an introductory  summary 
in English.

SCIENCE DIPLOMACY

https://julkaisut.valtioneuvosto.fi/handle/10024/163144
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B oreal forests of Finland and Alaska are a 

rich with organisms that provide sustain-

able alternatives to fossil based materials. 

This Fulbright project centered on the synthetic 

biology to develop carbon-neutral forest based 

materials for the emerging bio-economies across 

the Circumpolar North. 

Every day millions of containers made of plas-

tic foam are filled with fish, vaccines, and other  

perishable items and shipped around the globe,  

emptied, and discarded. Their recycling is not cost 

effective. In the landfill these containers start 

to break up and eventually end up in our oceans.  

Floating in the global ocean, they are broken down 

into smaller and smaller pieces and never fully dis-

appear. They are carried to the deepest oceans, the 

tallest mountains, and even, through the food we 

eat, into our bodies. Exposure to microplastics is 

now part and parcel of our global environmental 

crisis. As public health concerns over microplastics 

grow, health and climate action policies around the 

world are increasingly banning single-use plas-

tics. However, the COVID-19 pandemic created an 

unprecedented increase in use single-use plastic 

containers to carry with no compostable or car-

bon neutral alternatives in sight. We must do more 

through applied research and innovation to solve 

this global problem.

As a mycologist, I was always fascinated by the 

biological diversity of fungi in the boreal forests 

covering large parts of Alaska and Finland. Many 

of these fungi digest cellulose in trees and create 

complex structures with mycelium, the root net-

work of fungus. I thought “If we just learn from their 

behavior and tame these cryptic organisms to help 

us bio-fabricate materials that perform on par with 

expanded plastics we can ditch plastic foams!”

I teamed up with engineers to develop a  

Boreal Forest Inspired 
Mycelium Materials to Solve 
the Plastic Pollution Crisis

Philippe Amstislavski 
2020-21 Fulbright-VTT 
Award in Science, 
Technology and Innovation

VTT Technical Research 
Centre of Finland, Tampere

Philippe Amstislavski 
is Associate Professor 
of Public Health at the 
University of Alaska 
Anchorage, AK.

www.fulbright.fi/vtt-scholar

PHOTO: JAMES EVANS, UNIVERSITY OF ALASKA ANCHORAGE

In our era of disruptive climate change, we need solutions 
that offer alternatives to environmentally persistent and 

fossil fuel intensive products such as polystyrene and 
other plastic packaging. And we need them fast.
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I t is hard for people who live with clean 

water and air to imagine life without 

them. It is hard for people who have 

easy access to abundant food, energy, and 

other resources to imagine life without 

them. But energy poverty and insecurity 

are real. 

In the U.S., about 25% of households 

face energy insecurity. According to 

recent European Commission data, across 

Europe, between 50 and 125 million peo-

ple are unable to afford proper indoor 

thermal comfort due to high energy costs. 

Meanwhile, the compounding effects of 

climate change and energy shortages are 

posing increasingly severe risks to human 

health, economic development, and con-

servation of the natural ecosystem.  

Decarbonizing the 
Built Environment

Ming Hu 
2020-21 Fulbright-Tampere  
University Scholar Award
University of Maryland, College Park, MD

www.fulbright.fi/tuni-scholar

biotechnology to “grow” a lightweight and 

strong material at a lab scale. The initial 

tests were encouraging but to develop this 

material we needed a strong international 

collaboration with a forest-based bioma-

terials expert. When I learned that a team 

of researchers at VTT has been develop-

ing methods to turn cellulose, the food 

source of many fungi, into a foam a light-

bulb went off. I knew that by combining 

expertise and working side-by-side we 

could bring a new sustainable, safe, and 

insulating biomaterial to life. Thanks to 

the Fulbright-VTT Award  in Science, Tech-

nology and Innovation, I got to work at the 

VTT Technical Research Centre of Finland 

collaborating with the wonderful group of 

dedicated researchers and we were able to 

do just that. We are currently developing 

bio-based alternative to plastic foams. It 

can be used to “grow” light and thermally 

insulating shipping containers and green 

building insulation. Best of all, myceli-

um-cellulose foam is safe and can be com-

posted in your garden. Collaboration with 

VTT offered a tremendous opportunity for 

co-inventing. 

As a society, Finland has invested in 

strong environmental conservation, great 

public education, and created a powerful 

technological base for developing pioneer-

ing biomaterials. 

Right now we are developing a new 

mycelium-cellulose technology that we 

called Co-Foam. By developing forest based 

bio-technologies we also create a work-

force of skilled professionals that integrate 

into the emerging circular economy in the 

North. We are applying Co-Foam initially 

to creating insulated vaccine and seafood 

containers because of our familiarity with, 

and in response to immediate demand 

from, these markets for a sustainable way 

to keep the vital medicines fresh, our fish 

delicious, and our planet healthy.

Decarbonizing the built environment 

by building energy-efficient and low-im-

pact buildings is one of the most effec-

tive ways to mitigate and adapt to climate 

change. The research community needs to 

work together to come up with the solu-

tions to decarbonize the built environ-

ment, and constructing natural energy 

buildings is the way. 

I came to Finland to work with col-

leagues from Tampere University and 

Professor Sofie Pelsmakers to conduct 

comparison studies of net-zero energy 

retrofit projects in Finland and the U.S. 

We have been comparing design and 

construction approaches between the 

U.S. and Finland. In addition to compar-

ing the techniques and design strategies, 

we are also expanding and exchanging 

our knowledge of the regulatory and 

legislation differences between the two 

countries. 

It is no surprise that there are many 

differences between the two countries, 

but the similarities are also strikingly 

obvious. To name a few, passive design 

principles provide the most sustainable 

solutions in both countries, life cycle con-

sideration is the key to achieving a truly 

low-impact design, and, most impor-

tantly, full integration between the nat-

ural ecosystem and the man-made built 

environment is the only way we can miti-

gate the negative impacts from our build-

ings, bridges, and factories. 

Because of those similarities and dif-

ferences, working together can give us 

an opportunity to learn from each oth-

er’s failures and successes. The speed of 

climate change and environmental dete-

rioration does not give us more time to 

ponder; the only way we can take collec-

tive and immediate action is to draw on 

each other’s strengths. 

The speed of climate 
change and environmental 
deterioration does not give 

us more time to ponder.
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On a Path Toward 
an Inclusive and 
Accessible World

T hey say the sky is the limit, but I 

have to disagree. In reality, it is 

only the beginning of things lim-

ited by our sight. Growing up as a legally 

blind person in rural Georgia in the U.S., I 

wish I would have known from a very early 

age that things are never truly impossible 

unless you allow them to be. I did eventu-

ally come to understand this, but it defi-

nitely was not the ‘easy’ way. 

After many long, and often frustrating, 

years of having society’s misconceptions 

about what it means to be blind thrusted at 

me through remarks such as “blind people 

shouldn’t be doing that,” or “no, it’s too 

difficult for you,” I unfortunately started 

to internalize what I was hearing, and I 

accepted that it was true. Thus, I began 

limiting myself, which – unbeknownst 

to me – only further perpetuated the 

stereotype that I, as a blind person, was 

incapable of becoming a productive and 

contributing member of a global society. 

Making Dreams a Reality
Fast forward to 19-year-old me walking 

to my Forensic Psychology course on a 

crisp autumn morning: I suddenly hear 

the roaring of a jet engine soaring above 

me, taking off to some exquisite, faraway 

destination. 

After I had come to terms with the fact 

that I wouldn’t be magically whisked away 

to Aruba or Amsterdam instead of having 

to go to class, I began to think deeply about 

what I wanted for myself. It didn’t take 

me long to figure out that I knew exactly 

where I wanted to be, but I was just refus-

ing to accept it because I felt inadequate 

and somehow undeserving of a chance. “I 

want to help people”; “I want to make this 

world a more inclusive and accessible place 

for people like me”; “I want to ensure that 

people with disabilities don’t ever have to 

place these limits on themselves and that 

there are no societal barriers to their suc-

cess,” and a million more thoughts came to 

me as the sounds of the airplane began to 

dissipate into silence. 

I felt a rush of emotions that came 

over me like a waterfall, and I still refer to 

this brief instant as my very own ‘water-

shed moment.’ I finally had the courage 

to admit to myself that I had big dreams 

but wasn’t chasing them. Therefore, I 

made it up in my mind that I was going to 

do everything in my power to make my 

dreams a reality – once my psychology 

class was over. 

I started to seek out every opportunity to 

blossom as a leader, innovator, researcher, 

and civil servant. I was led by my univer-

sity’s scholarships advisor to the Fulbright 

Grant application. I felt that sense of doubt 

begin to creep up yet again, but this time I 

was determined not to let it win. 

After much encouragement from my 

advisor, and many talks with myself, I 

applied for the grant, and, to my utter 

shock, I eventually received the email 

that so many students long to appear in 

their inbox. I had been awarded the Ful-

bright grant to study my master’s degree 

program in Comparative Social Policy and 

Welfare at Tampere University in Tam-

pere, Finland! I had finally been given a 

chance in this world to pursue my passion 

and do what I love. Immediately I was laser 

focused upon achieving my goals and not 

letting this opportunity slip through my 

fingers, as I had regretfully done so many 

times in the past. 

Researching Attitudes Toward 
Disability and Ableism
My thesis builds upon my previous 

research in the fields of criminal justice 

and disability policy and serves to high-

light the need for sweeping social policy 

reforms, allowing for more accessible and 

unbiased criminal justice systems across 

the globe.

I am conducting several comparative 

studies in order to test the effects of atti-

tudes toward disability and ableism upon 

the legal outcomes of people with disabil-

ities who have been accused of a crime. 

Utilizing a series of mock court cases and 

vignettes to describe a non-violent crime 

in which evidence against the perpetra-

tor is quite ambiguous, I manipulate the 

variable of disability status in order to 

examine if legal decision-making pro-

cesses seem to differ significantly among 

participants if a perpetrator is physically 

disabled, intellectually disabled, or non-

disabled. 

Furthermore, I am interested in 

screening participants to measure their 

level of inherent ableism, which is defined 

as either the subconscious or conscious 

belief that nondisabled people are supe-

rior to disabled people in a fundamental 

manner. I also plan to conduct an exten-

sive literature review and analysis of the 

historical and social contexts of disability 

and crime, as well as the policies that cur-

rently exist in a variety of nations which 

aim to eliminate bias or prejudice within 

the framework of the legal system.  

Upon the completion of my master’s 

thesis, my research will continue, since 

much like in the case of the airliner that 

sparked my watershed moment, the sky 

Johna Wright

2020-21 Fulbright-Tampere University 

Graduate Award
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T ogether with the fellowship 

group, comprised of seven other 

undergraduates and three librar-

ians, we discuss topics ranging from 

conspiracy theories to deep fakes and 

big tech algorithms. As a Fulbright Fin-

land grantee, I have been able to bring 

diverse perspectives into the discussions. 

For example, Finland’s national public 

broadcasting company Yle is an interest-

ing media alternative to the commercial 

media giants that run American news.

I have explored topics such as gov-

ernment surveillance through artificial 

intelligence. Given the implicit bias of the 

algorithms engineered by humans, we ask 

questions such as how do these surveil-

lance methods disproportionately affect 

minorities? We also research and discuss 

the consequences of radicalization, fake 

news, and misinformation, and the ease 

of spreading it.

Disinformation, 
Social Media, and the 

Effects on Society

Agneetta Moisio 
2018-21 Fulbright Finland Partnership  

Award with Vanderbilt University

Vanderbilt Libraries’ Buchanan Library 
Fellows Program connects undergraduate 
students with university librarians and faculty to 
build skills in areas related to IT, data visualization 
and exhibition curation while researching a 
specific topic.

Listen to the podcast  
https://researchguides.library.vanderbilt.edu/
buchananfellows/misinformation  
under Regulations and Policies.

Fulbright Finland grantee Agneetta Moisio received 
the Buchanan Library Fellowship to explore the role 
misinformation and disinformation have on society. 

In my opinion, this fellowship is at the 

core of Fulbright Finland Foundation’s 

mission: to facilitate discussion among 

scholars and students coming from dif-

ferent backgrounds on topics that impact 

us all independent of origin or nationality.

Many believe we are at a crossroads. 

What the future looks like in terms of 

privacy and government surveillance will 

depend on efforts to regulate (or not reg-

ulate) the social media corporations. At 

the same time, public concerns over gov-

ernment surveillance are just as import-

ant, especially when empirical evidence 

shows that some communities are being 

surveilled more than others.

The fellowship culminated in produc-

ing a podcast, which my two colleagues 

and I produced on the topic of social media 

regulation. We hope that the podcast, 

available to all, could help facilitate dis-

cussion on the necessity of government 

regulation of the big tech companies, due 

to the massive power they currently hold 

over users, and the impact they have on 

our global society.

is just the beginning of something rev-

olutionary and life-changing for a group 

of individuals who have been previously 

marginalized and limited in myriad areas 

of society, including education, employ-

ment, health, and criminal justice. 

Welcomed with Open Arms
Making the transition to Finnish life was 

much easier than I had expected, despite 

the challenges of traveling abroad during 

a global pandemic. 

Instead of feeling like a burden due to 

my blindness, I was welcomed with open 

arms and greeted with so many helpful 

services which took away any anxieties 

I had about completing my grant term 

independently. The Fulbright Finland 

Foundation, Tampere University, and 

even my neighbors offered a helping hand 

in the adjustment to life in Finland, and 

I knew immediately that this is the path 

which was meant for me to follow. 

I felt an overwhelming sense of pride 

to be able to call Finland home for even a 

short period of time, and the spirit of the 

Finnish people gave me much hope for a 

future which is inclusive and accessible 

for all citizens. 

Exemplifying Sisu
Throughout my experience as a Fulbright 

grantee in Finland, I have faced some 

obstacles, but have had far more triumphs 

and victories, both big and small. 

I have learned more than I could have 

ever imagined, both in the classroom and 

outside of it. I have come to truly accept 

and love myself as a person with a dis-

ability, I have started to visualize how 

I fit into this big, confusing world as a 

changemaker, scholar, and leader, and I 

have gained a deeper appreciation for the 

Finnish way of inclusivity and equality for 

all people, regardless of ability status. 

I also learned a few Finnish words, with 

my favorite being sisu: Finnish concept 

described as stoic determination, tenacity 

of purpose, grit, bravery, resilience, and 

hardiness. Due to the Fulbright Finland 

Foundation taking a chance on me instead 

of simply labelling me as incompetent or 

incapable of achieving anything notewor-

thy, they took a chance on the small-town 

blind girl from the deep south, who defi-

nitely isn’t perfect, but who exemplifies 

the concept of sisu – even though it took 

her a long time to realize that. 

Instead of accepting defeat and proving 

others right that blindness is what holds 

you back, I have confidently stepped into 

the cockpit, sat in the Captain’s left-hand 

seat, and took off on my journey to illus-

trate to others just like me that this is only 

the beginning of something much, much 

bigger. 

CURRENT GRANTEES
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W hen Roland Barthes took up the newly 

created Chair in Literary Semiology at 

the Collège de France in 1977, he began 

his inaugural lecture rather awkwardly, seeming to 

stumble under the weight of the honor conferred 

upon him. Then he finds his way to a key distinc-

tion (which I quote in Richard Howard’s transla-

tion): “an honor can be undeserved—joy never is.”

The distinction between institutional approval 

and inalienable emotion, fallible selection process 

and genuine opportunity, makes it possible for 

Barthes to continue on despite his unwillingness 

to affirm, as the occasion quietly demands, that 

he is exceptionally deserving of the opportunity 

he is nonetheless eager to accept. So, he turns his 

gaze to joy: joy at the “enormous, almost […] unjust 

privilege” of being able to pursue his research and 

“to speak—I shall even say to dream his research 

aloud.”

The Fulbright Finland Foundation has made this 

privilege mine, twice: in my first, terrifying year 

after college in 2006-07, and again in this strange 

and disorienting year of 2020-21. Both years have 

felt miraculous, and both have been formative. 

Even my ability to appreciate Barthes’ distinction is 

inextricable from my experience of Finnish insti-

tutions, whose values I have come to recognize, 

over time, as fundamentally different from those 

of other institutions I have known. 

What I have gained personally and profession-

ally from my two Fulbright grants is so great that 

accounting for it here would be impossible. It would 

also run the risk of suggesting that my puzzling 

zig-zag of a professional trajectory cuts a path that 

could be followed, which I cannot imagine to be the 

case. There have been too many wildly inadvis-

able leaps, close shaves, imprudent decisions, and 

instances of sheer luck.

But I can say that for students, artists, and 

scholars who do not deem paths particularly nec-

essary—and who have the vision and confidence to 

aim for things that might not yet exist—the Ful-

bright Finland Foundation is a source of extraor-

dinary opportunity. For me, it has certainly been a 

source of joy. 

Finnish 
Lessons

Liesl Yamaguchi 
2020-21 U.S. Fulbright  
Core Scholar 
2006-07 U.S. Fulbright 
Fellow  
University of Helsinki 
 
Liesl Yamaguchi is Assistant 
Professor of French at 
Boston College and the 
translator of Väinö Linna’s 
classic novel Tuntematon 
sotilas (Unknown Soldiers, 
Penguin Classics, 2015). 

www.fulbright.fi/ 
core-scholar

Fifteen years after 
welcoming her to Finland 
as a Fulbright U.S. Student 

grantee, the Fulbright 
Finland Foundation invited 

Professor Liesl Yamaguchi to 
reflect on how the Fulbright 
program has impacted her 

professional trajectory.
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W ith a background in community educa-

tion, and having worked for the Finnish 

Deaf Association, Kaarina has a long-

standing interest in human rights, accessibility, 

and civic activism. However, her true calling has 

always been journalism. 

“I always dreamed of being a journalist since I 

was young. I’ve always been interested in acquiring 

knowledge, compiling all the information I could 

gather, and communicating what I discovered. But 

I felt like society, and the journalism profession in 

general, isn’t the most accessible for a deaf person.”

After graduating from high school in Turku, 

Finland, Kaarina studied community development 

at Humak University of Applied Sciences, spe-

cializing in NGO and youth work. In 2011 she was 

awarded a Fulbright Finland Undergraduate Grant 

to Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C., a uni-

versity for the deaf and hard of hearing, where she 

took courses in communications, deaf studies, and 

social work. This experience, she says, laid the 

groundwork for her decision to change careers and 

retrain as a journalist.

A New Sense of Freedom and Confidence
“Studying at Gallaudet was an eye-opening experi-

ence. The university system in the U.S. was very dif-

ferent from ours. I had the chance to choose a wider 

variety of courses that I otherwise wouldn’t have 

been able to include in my degree in Finland. But 

what I liked the most was that I didn’t have to think 

about accessibility issues myself. Attending classes 

and courses in Finland, it’s an everyday thing you 

have to think about: how is my accessibility going 

to work out in this course? You’re not completely 

free to just concentrate on the work you’re doing. 

You have to be aware all the time of your possibility 

to have complete access, and arrange all your stud-

ies more rigorously. At Gallaudet, I felt free to just 

be a student, to take courses and learn.” 

The courses offered at Gallaudet, Kaarina 

explains, are taught entirely in American Sign Lan-

guage. “It’s the only deaf university in the world. 

People come from all over the States to study there, 

and there are also a lot of international students, 

from Asia, Europe, Africa, South America, and 

Canada, so the environment is very diverse. My 

Kaarina Huovinen
2011-12 Fulbright Finland 
Undergraduate Grant
Gallaudet University, 
Washington D.C.

www.fulbright.fi/ 
undergraduate

https://huovinenkaarina.
wordpress.com/

Text LOUISA GAIRN

A Lifelong Dream of

Accessible Journalism
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Journalist and Fulbright 
Finland alumna Kaarina 
Huovinen is a passionate 
advocate for equality in 
accessing information.

https://www.fulbright.fi/grants-undergraduate-studies/fulbright-finland-undergraduate-grant
https://huovinenkaarina.wordpress.com/
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The need for equality in accessing 
information has been brought 
into even sharper focus by the 

COVID-19 pandemic.

year abroad changed my worldview. It gave me a 

richer and more international perspective. I was 

also better networked through everyone I met in 

the States.” 

“Something I found very inspiring was that the 

students there were braver to say what they think 

about things. Since then, I’ve gained more courage 

to express my opinions on different subjects. In the 

States, there were so many different people, the 

environment was so culturally diverse. I felt like 

everyone is allowed to be who they are, everyone 

is entitled to say what they’re thinking and express 

themselves. Maybe that aspect of American culture 

is where the confidence comes from.”

“I started to believe in my dreams more. Before 

that exchange experience, I was less sure of myself. 

But when I applied for the scholarship and got it, I 

felt that yes, I can achieve what I dream of, if I’m 

ready to put my energy into working on it. Some 

people have more privileges than others, and some 

of us need to work harder than others to pursue our 

dreams, but nothing is impossible. That’s the most 

important and amazing impact it had on me. You 

never know, why not apply for a scholarship? Why 

not try for anything else you dream of or aspire to?”

“The communications courses I took there 

reawakened my dream of working in journalism. 

It took many years, but eventually I found my way 

back. You could say the seed was planted then.”

Growing as a Journalist
Now, as a student of journalism and communica-

tions media at Haaga-Helia University of Applied 

Sciences in Helsinki, and working as a freelance 

journalist for different projects, including a vodcast 

(video podcast) for Yle, Finland’s national broad-

casting company, Kaarina continues to champion 

human rights issues and accessibility for the Deaf 

community.

“I feel that what I learned from my work in the 

community educator profession really supports 

my studies in journalism. Human rights and social 

injustice questions are always at the forefront for 

me, as well as environmental issues.”

After her first degree, Kaarina worked in a wide 

variety of settings, including schools and youth 

projects, the Finnish Deaf Association, and Aspa, 

a foundation offering services for people who need 

support with housing and everyday life. “Through 

my work and life experiences, I’ve seen things that 

are not visible in the media. This has given me a per-

spective I can bring out through my second career.”

In summer 2020, Kaarina worked as a journalist 

for Yle, Finland’s national broadcasting service, an 

experience which convinced her of the need for more 

programs purely in sign language, and from Deaf 

people’s perspectives. Inspired by this, she started 

a sign language vodcast, focusing on current affairs. 

“Podcasts are a hugely successful phenome-

non, but we as deaf people don’t have access to this 

part of culture. I thought it would be a great idea to 

create a vodcast for sign language users, where we 

Kaarina worked at Finland’s 
national broadcasting service 
Yle as a journalist in summer 
2020. Currently she produces 
a sign language vodcast 
covering a wide variety of topics 
ranging from the #DeafTalent 
movement in the entertainment 
industry, and the job situation 
for recent graduates during the 
pandemic, to accessibility, and 
international politics.

can discuss current events and topics. It’s different 

from a television broadcast, with more of a discus-

sional format, more laid back and less official.”

Over the past months, Kaarina’s vodcasts have 

covered a wide variety of topics, from the #DeafTal-

ent movement in the entertainment industry, deaf 

sport, and the job situation for recent graduates 

during the pandemic, to accessibility, racism, and 

international politics. “We had an episode at the 

beginning of the year on the presidential election 

in the U.S. and the attack on congress. I had a con-

tact I was able to interview for that, way back from 

my time in the States.”

Most recently, Kaarina interviewed Liisa Kaup-

pinen, President Emeritus of the World Federation 

of the Deaf, and the first Finnish and Nordic recip-

ient of the United Nations Human Rights Prize.  

“She explained how human rights are related 

to everyone’s everyday lives. We discussed deaf 

children’s lack of access to sign language, and the 

rights of women and girls. We also debated whether 

the Deaf community prefers to belong to cultural 

language minorities than to disability groups, or 

whether both groups are equally important for 

human rights from deaf people’s perspectives.”

Making Changes for Better Accessibility
The need for equality in accessing information 

has been brought into even sharper focus by the 

COVID-19 pandemic, Kaarina reflects.

“Because of the pandemic, government infor-

mation update broadcasts are interpreted live into 

sign language, so now they have a more system-

ized sign language interpreting system. I think 

that because of this deaf people have become 

more equal in how quickly they have access to this 

ALUMNI IN FOCUS
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Future Directions in 
Arctic Research

P revious western or colonial scientific 

research approaches with Indigenous 

communities in the Arctic have not shown 

effective results with sustainable impact to address 

current challenges facing these communities – 

such as climate change, changes in subsistence 

living pathways, increasingly complex geopoliti-

cal dynamics, increases in extractive industry, and 

poor health outcomes. 

As a result, there is growing concern within 

Indigenous communities regarding the types of 

research studies conducted in their communities 

as well as how this research is created, conducted, 

and interpreted. 

In order to address methodological and epis-

temological challenges and differences between 

communities and scientists in the Arctic, the sec-

ond Fulbright Arctic Initiative in 2018-19 brought 

together scholars from the eight Arctic nations 

to develop policy recommendations to support 

the future directions of research and practice for 

health and well-being in the Arctic. These recom-

mendations have been published in a policy brief 

produced by the Fulbright Arctic Initiative.

In summary, the recommendations include four 

primary areas for future areas of focus in research 

and practice in Arctic health and well-being. These 

include: 1) acknowledge and integrate Indigenous 

rights and knowledges; 2) take meaningful action 

information. Before the pandemic, there 

was very little live interpretation, even 

for urgent information. Now I feel like 

they’ve started noticing how to make it 

accessible. It has to be current, it has to be 

on time.”

However, Kaarina says, the situation 

still needs improving. “There are people 

who don’t know sign language, who per-

haps have lost their hearing later in life, or 

haven’t had the opportunity to learn sign 

language. These people need subtitling. A 

very important change would be to have 

really accessible information through 

both interpreting and good quality sub-

titling.”

So, what needs to be done? “I think 

most importantly, it has to be in the leg-

islature. If it’s not in the law, no one will 

realize we need to do anything. There are 

laws on accessibility, but if everyone’s in 

compliance and there are still problems, 

the law needs to change first and foremost. 

The other main issue is funding - where to 

invest your money, your order of priorities. 

There needs to be a change in priorities to 

ensure accessibility and equality in infor-

mation and communications.”

Kaarina notes the contrast between 

Finland and the U.S. in terms of media 

accessibility for the deaf. “In the States, 

now they’re almost at 100% subtitling. 

We’re not really there yet for automated 

subtitling and voice recognition in the 

Finnish language. So, technology is also 

something to invest in, as well as human 

resources - involving the people who 

know the most about accessibility issues. 

The basis of everything has to be people’s 

attitudes towards change, and whether 

they’re willing to ask for these changes.”

The Importance of Diverse Role 
Models
One way of changing people’s attitudes, 

Kaarina argues, is ensuring more accurate 

representations of Deaf people and other 

minority groups in the media. “There was 

a recent study by Metropolia University 

of Applied Sciences, looking at the cast-

ing of roles in the Finnish TV and movie 

industry. They found that a little over 90% 

of actors are white, cis gendered, straight, 

and non-disabled. So, even though the 

real statistics in Finland show that there 

are a lot more people who are disabled, our 

television and movie industry are not rep-

resentative of these facts. It’s a question 

of representation versus what our com-

munity is really made out of.” 

“I don’t really have a lot of role models 

in the media industry, as someone aspir-

ing to be a journalist and working in the 

media as a Deaf person. In the U.S., I saw 

Deaf people with many different profes-

sions. I was able to realize, ‘OK, that’s 

not an obstacle, it’s not impossible to do 

something I’m interested in.’ It’s very 

important to have role models in society 

representing all kinds of people. I think 

that the true representation of diversity is 

something we need to work on.”

to address Indigenous determinants of health;  

3) expand monitoring and assessment programs; 

and 4) implement community-led, critical research 

approaches.

To accomplish these recommendations innova-

tive strategies in the intersection between commu-

nity engagement and science are warranted. 

Communities and scientists would benefit from 

investigating and identifying deeper contextual 

factors and strengthening operations at the indi-

vidual, family, social, cultural, environmental, 

and structural levels in the Arctic that can sup-

port health and well-being as opposed to a primary 

focus on epidemiological indicators and monitor-

ing and assessing. There is also a need to integrate 

Indigenous and local knowledge with diverse aca-

demic disciplines, such as making it a standard of 

research practice to incorporate Indigenous and 

local knowledge into the physical, natural, social, 

and health sciences. 

Furthermore, the use of Indigenous Research 

Methods with quantitative and qualitative research 

methods is a nuanced and holistic approach to data 

collection, analysis, and interpretation. Finally, 

creating and supporting multi-national commu-

nity-scientist research teams across the Arctic 

region provides the diverse expertise necessary to 

tackle the layered challenges facing Arctic peoples 

and the Arctic environment today.

Elizabeth Rink, PhD, MSW
2018-19 Fulbright Arctic 
Initiative Scholar to Finland

2021-22 Fulbright Arctic 
Initiative Co-Lead Scholar

This article is a shortened 
version of Elizabeth Rink’s 
presentation at an event of 
the Alumni Open Mic series 
in February 2021.

Fulbright Arctic Initiative 
Policy Brief
https://cies.org/sites/
default/files/fulbright-
arctic-policy-brief.pdf 
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“From my experience during my Fulbright 

in Finland, I have grown in my ability to 

communicate with people from very dif-

ferent backgrounds than my own. I have 

learned how to find common ground and 

start building a foundation from there. 

As someone who is underrepresented 

in science and medicine, I aim to make an 

impact in my field but also feel a respon-

sibility to reach back and support other 

underrepresented youth who follow me to 

be able to succeed in STEM (science, tech-

nology, engineering, and mathematics) 

and medicine. 

Fulbright as a Launching Pad

Jude Tunyi 
2019-20 Fulbright-Tampere 
University Graduate Award

F ulbright Finland alumna Melissa Meierhofer 

received the Academy of Finland’s Postdoc-

toral Researcher funding for her research 

project on how bats can carry several potentially 

harmful zoonotic pathogens. 

“Bats are important to public health as they can 

act as vectors to several potentially harmful zoo-

notic pathogens. My project is designed to under-

stand prevalence and dynamics of pathogens in 

three European bat species with different migra-

tory behaviors. Part of this work will be conducted 

in collaboration with my colleagues from my Ful-

bright Finland year; we will use our published 

predictive model to project future disease spread 

dynamics as a way to forecast disease emergence,” 

Melissa explains. 

U.S. Fulbright grantees are eligible to apply 

for Academy of Finland grants to continue their 

research in Finland. Melissa was a 2019-20 Ful-

bright-EDUFI Fellow at the Finnish Museum of 

Natural History LUOMUS.

“My Fulbright experience afforded me the 

opportunity to work collaboratively with research-

ers in Finland to understand and develop a model 

for disease dynamics of a fungal pathogen of North 

American bats. Through a continued collaborative 

effort, the knowledge and experience gained from 

my research will now be applied to understanding 

pathogens that bats carry in Europe. I believe my 

Fulbright year was integral in forwarding my career 

and pursuing new avenues of research,” Melissa 

concludes.

Researching Bats
Read more: www.aka.fi/
en/about-us/whats-new/
press-releases/2021/
academy-of-finland-funds-
topical-high-impact-and-
innovative-postdoctoral-
researchers-in-biosciences-
health-and-environment/ 

www.aka.fi/en

www.fulbright.fi/studies-
and-research-finland/ 
funding-opportunities-
finland

www.fulbright.fi/
edufi-fellowship

I believe, as I witnessed firsthand in 

my Fulbright, that through inclusion 

of a diverse group of people and with 

improved communication, including 

translating complex science jargon to the 

general public, we can face any challenge 

that is presented unto us.”

Following his Fulbright, Jude was 

selected for the NIH Oxford-Cambridge 

Scholars Program in biomedical research 

to pursue his PhD.

PHOTO: KATARINA MERAMO

We will use our 
published predictive 

model to project future 
disease spread dynamics 

as a way to forecast 
disease emergence. 

The interview was originally published by 
the International Biomedical Research Alliance. 
Read the whole article: https://bit.ly/3wH4SOn

FULBRIGHT IMPACT

https://www.aka.fi/en/about-us/whats-new/press-releases/2021/academy-of-finland-funds-topical-high-impact-and-innovative-postdoctoral-researchers-in-biosciences-health-and-environment/
https://www.fulbright.fi/studies-and-research-finland/funding-opportunities-finland
https://www.fulbright.fi/scholarships-to-study-finland/fulbright-edufi-fellowship
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F or many months into my freshman year at 

the University of Rochester, I thought I had 

made the biggest mistake of my life. I had 

left my home, family, and friends – a perfectly 

happy life. Without necessarily realizing it, I had 

left my comfort zone and entered my courage zone. 

I was stressed.

Coincidentally, 13 years later, I find myself coach-

ing the men’s and women’s squash teams at Harvard 

University. Every day, we immerse our student-ath-

letes in stress. We don’t leave them there. We guide 

them as they are bouncing between their comfort 

and courage zones in practice, in matches, and of 

course, in the classroom. After each stress cycle 

followed by recovery, they become better versions 

of themselves. 

At the same time, we help them develop a strong 

foundation from which to build their confidence 

and stress tolerance. We work on their ability to put 

things into perspective. We teach them to embrace 

the challenge. And to be grateful for where they 

are and who they are becoming both on and off  

the court.

Without realizing, I used many of the same 

techniques during my transition to the U.S. My way 

to add perspective was telling myself that “I can 

always return home” – something many people in 

this world can’t say or do. That gradually resulted 

in gratitude for having the opportunity to study 

abroad and it allowed me to start enjoying the 

experience in a more meaningful way. 

I started valuing what I had and things I had 

grown up with. But more importantly, I became 

excited about the next version of myself; this future 

self I didn’t know yet but who I knew was starting to 

form inside of me. I didn’t necessarily have an end 

goal but I knew I was on the right path.

You can get out of your comfort zone wherever 

you live but moving abroad certainly accelerates 

your growth. Coming from a place like Finland, it 

is likely that you have a strong foundation to build 

from and to fall back on. Furthermore, if you have 

a supportive network like the Fulbright Finland 

Foundation guiding you through the stressful tran-

sition, you are not alone in the process, and much 

more likely to have a fulfilling experience. 

If you feel like you’ve already won the lottery 

by being born in Finland, you may ask why you 

should leave? No matter what, experiences away 

from home will make you become more grateful for 

what you have. They will also show you new ways to 

experience life. And who knows, you might eventu-

ally return home and help Finland become the next 

version of itself.

What do you have to lose? You can always return 

home.

Hameed Ahmed 
2007-08 Fulbright Finland 
Undergraduate Grantee, 
2009-11 Fulbright Finland 
Renewal Grantee 
University of Rochester

Hameed Ahmed is the 
Associate Head Squash 
Coach of the men’s and 
women’s squash programs 
at Harvard University. 
Before Harvard, he coached 
the men’s squash team at 
his alma mater, University 
of Rochester, while obtain-
ing his graduate degree 
from the Simon School of 
Business.

www.fulbright.fi/
undergraduate

www.fulbright.fi/grant-
programs-to-us/fulbright-
finland-renewal-grant 

Leaving Home Stressed to Become 
a Better Version of Yourself

I grew up hearing that being born in Finland was like winning the 
lottery. I never really questioned it, nor did I truly feel grateful 

for it. How could I have? I had never lived anywhere else. 
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I n 2016 Avanti Chajed came to Finland 

with a Fulbright-University of Turku 

Graduate Award, studying education 

at the University of Turku. She loved it so 

much that she moved back in 2020, and 

is now living in Turku with her Finnish 

husband, and working on her doctorate 

with the Teachers College, Columbia Uni-

versity. But what inspired her to come to 

Finland in the first place?

“When I was teaching in the U.S., I was 

working with kids in a low income school, 

seeing inequalities and wondering about 

other ways of doing things. Finland has 

this utopic kind of image in the U.S., so I 

thought a master’s would be a good way to 

go abroad and get a different perspective.”

Avanti was awarded a Fulbright to pur-

sue graduate studies at the University 

of Turku, opting for a master’s degree in 

Learning, Learning Environments and 

Educational Systems.

“I loved it when I first got here. I felt 

very optimistic - it was like a new begin-

ning for me. I really liked the city itself. I 

found it comfortable.”

Having worked as a teacher in low 

income schools both in the U.S. and India, 

Avanti feels passionately about equality 

for students from diverse backgrounds.

“My motivation has always been the 

Avanti Chajed talks about her 
Fulbright experience, her work with 
immigrant families in Finland and 
low income students in the U.S. and 
India, and how she fell in love with 

the small Finnish city of Turku.

Text LOUISA GAIRN

fact that schools don’t meet the needs of 

all students equally. Initially when I came 

to Finland on Fulbright, my focus was on 

how the needs of students from poor back-

grounds are not being met. But now that 

my life and geographic center has shifted 

to Finland, that population has changed 

to immigrant children, because I think 

the needs of immigrant children are not 

understood very well, by teachers, and by 

society in general. I want to work to bridge 

that gap between immigrant family expe-

riences and the way those experiences are 

talked about and thought about.”

“I initially had a policy focus, and 

planned to work on teaching and teacher 

education, but now I’m working with fam-

Turku - a Place to Love

Originally from Champaign-Urbana, Illinois, Avanti reflects that she has moved 
from one university town to another. “I think that might be part of why I like Turku. 
The size is similar, it has the university, but it has its own life too.” 

Avanti’s portrait of Turku was published in the New York Times feature, “52 Places 
to Love in 2021”, where she writes about her first impressions of the city, reflecting 
on the connection between nature and people. “I wanted to write about how I 
fell in love with Turku the day I got here. I was looking outside the window, where 
there is a little forest, I was thinking about how the trees seemed to be touching 
the sky here. I love that image, and I wanted to expand on that.”

www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/travel/places-to-visit-vacation.html#turku

A Sense of 
Connection

ilies. My focus is on multicultural educa-

tion and immigrant children, but instead 

of looking at it from the school side, I’m 

looking at immigrant family experiences 

and practices, especially how they con-

sider life back in their home country in 

helping to raise their children and make 

decisions for the family. So, I touch on a lot 

of issues to do with identity and belonging, 

but centered in the family home rather 

than in school.”

Avanti continues to reflect on how her 

personal and professional life relate to one 

another. “Really what I want to do is bring 

connection between people. That’s the 

way I’m trying to think about my work, so 

it’s grounded in something meaningful.”
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In May, the Friends of 
Fulbright Finland (FoFF) 
Alumni Council hosted a 
unique virtual event, the 
FoFF Welcome Network 
Event, bringing together 
almost 70 alumni and 
2021-22 U.S. grantees. 

Alumni shared insider tips 
including where to find the 
best coffee in the grantees’ 
host cities and what to 
expect with the Finnish 
university working life. 

www.fulbright.fi/friends-
fulbright-finland/finnish-
fulbright-welcome-network 

S ome 70 American Fulbrighters – alumni 

from earlier years and newly selected grant-

ees waiting to begin their term in Finland – 

came to an assembly online in May to discuss the 

Fulbright Finland experience. Alumni have always 

had an important role in the Foundation’s orien-

tations, but this was the first time the Friends of 

Fulbright Finland (FoFF) Alumni Council organized 

a peer-to-peer discussion before the new grantees 

arrive in Finland.  

This FoFF Finnish Fulbright Welcome Network 

event was offered as a part of a series of orientation 

trainings and welcome gatherings for the 2021-22 

U.S. grantees. Grantees participated from all across 

the U.S., and the video conference provided a forum 

for the alumni to brief them about what to expect 

of their Fulbright experience in this far northern 

country. 

Alumni led discussions on the theme of “things 

I wished I had known before going to Finland.” Top-

ics were first explored in breakout groups based on 

specific grant categories. On the second round the 

discussion groups were formed based on the host 

city the grantees will be going to in Finland. 

The alumni answered an array of questions 

ranging from “are there bike routes” to the assess-

ment of the much more strict EU privacy rules con-

cerning data collection compared to those in the 

U.S. Participants heard advice on city-specific bus 

cards, museum admissions cards, academic culture 

and practices, winter clothing, housing, and much 

more. 

Alumni engagement and peer-to-peer advice 

are crucially important elements that contribute 

to successful exchanges, and the Foundation looks 

forward to collaboration with the FoFF also in the 

future in making this a recurring event offered for 

all grantee cohorts. 

While nothing really beats face-to-face, the 

visuals including the discussion chair, 2013-14 

Fulbright-University of Turku Scholar Casie Her-

mansson’s dog and cat wandering in and out of the 

screen and the occasional apprehension the outgo-

ing grantees exhibited, provided a lively scene of 

home environs and committed participants. Pro-

fessor Barbara Mossberg closed the event with her 

poem inspired by her two-term Fulbright experi-

ence called “I carry Finland and it is light.”

Alumni Advising New Grantees

Things I Wished I Had Known
Before Going to Finland

Text ANNE LAANTI

ALUMNI
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Cheryl J. Fish Kelsea Turner Michael Saffle

Welcome New Alumni 
Council Members!

T he Friends of Fulbright Finland 

(FoFF) Alumni Council represents  

the Fulbright Finland Foundation 

alumni living in the U.S., and helps shape 

the future of the alumni network, and 

serves as an advisory Council to the Foun-

dation. Council terms last for two years.

This year, the Council welcomes 

three new members who will serve until 

May 2023: Cheryl J. Fish, 2006-07 Core 

Fulbright U.S. Scholar Program, from 

New York; Kelsea Turner, 2019-20 Ful-

bright Distinguished Award in Teaching 

Research Program grantee, from Spar-

tanburg, South Carolina; and Michael 

Saffle, 2000-01 Fulbright Bicentennial 

Alumni 
Enrichment 

Award Opens 
in August

This award provides American 
alumni a travel grant to pursue a 
return to Finland to continue or 

renew collaborations 
with Finnish colleagues. 

The award is made possible by 
alumni donors’ contributions.

The call for applications for travel 
in 2022 opens August 16 with a 
deadline on October 4, 2021. 

www.fulbright.fi/foff-award

Chair
Inari Ahokas
Program and Alumni Networks 
Coordinator, Fulbright Finland 
Foundation; Study of the U.S. 
Institutes for Student Leaders from 
Europe on Social Entrepreneurship 
2016-17

Vice Chair
Magnus Backström
Founder, MBACCESS OY; Finnish 
Fulbright Graduate Student 1981-82

Sohvi Huikuri
Master of Laws Trained on the 
Bench, LL.M.; Process Manager, The 
Finnish Tax Administration; ASLA-
Fulbright Graduate Grant 2017-18

Antti Makkonen
Senior Specialist, Banking & 
Finance Legislation; Finnish Ministry 
of Finance, Financial Markets 
Department; ASLA-Fulbright 
Graduate Grant 2014-15

Heikki Saxén
Bioethics Researcher, Ph.D.; 
Tampere University; Chairman of 
the Board at the Finnish Institute 
of Bioethics; ASLA-Fulbright Pre-
Doctoral Research Fellows 2014-15; 
Fulbright Finland Travel Grant for 
Research Collaboration 2018-19

ASLA-Fulbright Alumni Association Board 2021-22

Chair in American Studies, from Spokane, 

Washington. 

They join continuing Council mem-

bers John Self, Annette Jones, Bin Yang, 

and Maedeh Pourrabi who serve on the 

Council until May 2022. Also, Mike Loovis 

continues in the FoFF Council as Special 

Projects Adviser for the Rediscover Suomi 

Alumni Journey 2022, a 10-day study tour 

with a unique chance to reconnect with 

Finland and the Foundation, and deepen 

the transatlantic collaboration.

Call for
Applications

Join the 
Association!

Take an active role in 
the ASLA-Fulbright 

Alumni Association and 
become a member. 

www.fulbright.fi/
asla-fulbright-

alumni-association/
join-association

With her blog series, 2013-14 ASLA-Ful-

bright Graduate grantee Kirsi Cheas 

invites Fulbright alumni and grantees to 

support each other by sharing their own 

thoughts about failure, success, empathy, 

and resilience in the Fulbright community 

at large.

Kirsi’s latest post explores whether 

and how alumni could offer more sup-

port to student and early-career Fulbright 

alumni in particular to help prevent the 

loss of their valuable talent and innova-

tive potential as they prepare to become 

changemakers.

In her previous blog posts, Kirsi has 

discussed among other things the impor-

tance of peer support and how the Ful-

bright program enhances emotional 

intelligence.

Read the blog series here and 
participate in the discussion
www.fulbright.fi/about-us/blog/resolving- 
paradox-early-career-fulbrighters 

Peers to Support Early-Career 
Fulbrighters

Read more about the FoFF Alumni  
Council Members 
www.fulbright.fi/friends-fulbright-finland/
friends-fulbright-finland-alumni-council

ALUMNI
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Saara Martikainen

Suvi Piipponen Peter B. MacKeith Edward Roslof

Board and Team 
News

T he Foundation congratulates Emilia Holo-

painen and Mihkel Vaim who have recently 

started their parental leaves, and welcomes 

Suvi Piipponen, Saara Martikainen, and Inari 

Ahokas to the team. Having previously worked at 

the Foundation on several occasions on a tempo-

rary basis, Saara Martikainen has now joined the 

team on a permanent basis as a part-time Program 

Coordinator. She works with the Finnish graduate 

student programs.  

Inari Ahokas, who also has worked at the Foun-

dation earlier, first as an intern and later as Pro-

gram Assistant, has now rejoined the team as 

Program and Alumni Networks Coordinator. Suvi 

Piipponen has started as Program Assistant work-

ing with the U.S. student program. She comes with 

a U.S. Bachelor’s degree in Sports Management as 

well as an MBA, and has work experience from two 

U.S. universities: Averett University in Virginia and 

The University of the South in Tennessee.

Inari Ahokas

Kibrom Berhane

MacKeith and 
Roslof Appointed 
Senior Advisers

The Foundation is very pleased to announce 

the appointment of two Senior Advisers, Pro-

fessor Peter B. MacKeith, and Dr. Edward 

Roslof. Both of them come with a wealth of 

experience and expertise that the Foundation 

is very grateful to benefit from. 

Senior Advisers are experienced experts 

with specialization in one or more of the areas 

of the Foundation’s work, such as internation-

alization of higher education and research, 

academic and professional exchanges, leader-

ship development, international relations and 

diplomacy, science diplomacy, alumni rela-

tions, non-profit management, advancement 

and fundraising. Senior Advisers provide crit-

ical guidance to and support for the Founda-

tion based on their expertise and experience. 

Advisers serve in a volunteer capacity and 

appointments are unpaid. 

www.fulbright.fi/senior-advisers

D avid Yoken and Timo Korkeamäki have 

assumed new leadership roles within the 

Board of Directors of the Fulbright Finland 

Foundation. David Yoken, Senior Lecturer at the 

Arts Academy of the Turku University of Applied 

Sciences, has been elected Chair, having previously 

served as Vice-Chair of the Board. In this role he 

succeeds Dr. Piia Björn who concluded her two-

year term as the Board Chair and now continues as 

a member of the Board. Dr. Timo Korkeamäki, Dean 

of Aalto University School of Business, was elected 

Vice-Chair of the Board. The Foundation warmly 

welcomes the new Chair and Vice-Chair, and con-

veys its gratitude to Dr. Piia Björn for her commit-

ment and significant contribution during her term 

as the Chair. 

www.fulbright.fi/about-us/board-directors

The Foundation is also excited to welcome 

Kibrom Berhane, from Ethiopia, who has joined 

the team for a virtual internship. He is conducting 

research exploring the reasons behind the increased 

number of U.S. Fulbright student applications for 

Finland, as well as working on a project analyzing 

the Foundation’s social media engagement. 

Photo: Vuokko Salo
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Finnish Members:

Piia Björn
Vice Rector, 
University of Turku

Kirsimarja Blomqvist
Professor for Knowledge 
Management, School of 
Business and Management, 
Lappeenranta-Lahti University 
of Technology LUT

Kaarle Hämeri
Chancellor 
University of Helsinki

Timo Korkeamäki
Dean, School of Business, 
Aalto University
Vice-Chair

American Members:

William Couch
Counselor for Press and 
Cultural Affairs
American Embassy

Itonde A. Kakoma
Head of Delegation and 
Permanent Representative 
to the African Union,
International Federation of 
the Red Cross and Red 
Crescent Societies (IFRC)

Nazanin Berarpour
Deputy Counselor for 
Press and Cultural Affairs
American Embassy

David Yoken
Senior Music Lecturer
Arts Academy, 
Turku University of 
Applied Sciences
Chair

Ex-officio: 

Terhi Mölsä
Chief Executive Officer
Fulbright Finland 
Foundation

Honorary Chair:

Ambassador of the United 
States to Finland

Finland-America 
Educational Trust Fund

The Fulbright Finland Foundation 
is financially supported by the 
Finland-America Educational 
Trust Fund.

Board of Directors

Finnish Members:

Elina Ravantti 
Director General of 
Communications, Department 
for Communications and Culture, 
Ministry for Foreign Affairs
Chair

Jaana Palojärvi
Head of International Relations
Finnish Ministry of Education and 
Culture

American Members:

Ian Campbell
Chargé d’Affaires
American Embassy
Vice-Chair

William Couch
Counselor for Press and 
Cultural Affairs
American Embassy

Director General / Säätiön 
asiamies:

Terhi Mölsä
Chief Executive Officer
Fulbright Finland Foundation

Fulbright Finland Foundation 
Board of Directors

THE FULBRIGHT FINLAND 
FOUNDATION is an 

independent not-for-profit 
organization based in 

Helsinki, Finland. 

Its purpose is to promote a 
wider exchange of knowledge 

and professional talents 
through educational contacts 

between Finland and 
the United States. 

The Foundation collaborates 
with a range of government, 

foundation, university, 
and corporate partners 

on both sides of the 
Atlantic to design and 

manage study and research 
scholarships, leadership 

development programs, and 
internationalization services.

Fulbright Finland Foundation Office

b Inari Ahokas 
Ohjelma- ja alumniverkosto-
koordinaattori (ma.)
Program and Alumni Networks 
Coordinator (temp.)
044 7035 284

b Pia Arola
Johdon assistentti
Executive Assistant
044 5535 278

b Kibrom Berhane
Harjoittelija
Intern

b Emmi Jelekäinen
Ohjelma-asiantuntija
Program Specialist
044 5535 275

b Maija Kettunen
Viestintäasiantuntija, 
Communication Specialist
044 5535 277

b Karoliina Kokko
Vastaava ohjelmapäällikkö
Senior Program Manager
044 5535 268

b Saara Martikainen
Ohjelmakoordinaattori
Program Coordinator
(part-time)
044 4914 747

b Mirka McIntire
Ohjelmapäällikkö, Opettaja-
vaihto- ja koulutusohjelmat
Manager, Teacher Exchange 
and Education Programs
044 5535 269

b Terhi Mölsä
Toimitusjohtaja
Chief Executive Officer
050 5705 498

b Suvi Piipponen
Ohjelma-assistentti (ma.)
Program Assistant (temp.)
043 8243 582

b Heidi Tiainen
Ohjelma- ja tapahtuma-avustaja
Program and Events Assistant
044 7153 023

b Leasa Weimer, PhD
Assistant Director of Strategic 
Partnerships & Initiatives
044 7169 482

Currently on leave
V Emilia Holopainen
V Mihkel Vaim

Fulbright Finland 
Foundation’s

Vision
is to empower the minds 

that will find global solutions to tomorrow’s 
challenges by fostering academic and professional 

expertise and excellence in leadership.

Office: 044 5535 286, e-mails: firstname.lastname@fulbright.fi

FULBRIGHT FINLAND
FOUNDATION



FULBRIGHT FINLAND
FOUNDATION

June
9. 6.
Webinar 
Sustainable Partnerships 
in the Arctic

15. 6.
Alumni Open Mic
Sauna in my Backyard: from 
Finland to Colorado

18. 6.
Fulbright Finland Foundation 
Board Meeting

July
12. - 30. 7.
Fulbright Finland
Office closed

August 
23. - 25. 8.
Arrival Orientation for 
U.S. Fulbright Grantees 

24. 8.
ASLA-Fulbright Alumni 
Association Welcome Event

Fulbright Finland Foundation is part of 
the worldwide EducationUSA network 
of over 430 advising centers.

Fulbright Finland Foundation is part of 
the global network of over 160 countries 
participating in the Fulbright Program.

September
15. 9. 
2022-23 Application Deadline: 
Fulbright U.S. Scholar Awards for 
Finland

Fulbright Finland Foundation 
Board Meeting

October
4.  10.
2022-23 Application Deadline:
Friends of Fulbright Finland 
Alumni Enrichment Award

8. - 9. 10.
American Voices seminar, 
University of Turku

12.  10.
2022-23 Application Deadline:
Fulbright Finnish Language and 
Culture Teaching Assistant Program

November
Thanksgiving and Enrichment 
Program for U.S. Grantees, Helsinki

LUT University Fulbrighters 
exploring Finnish nature.

Fulbright Finland Foundation
Hakaniemenranta 6
FI-00530 HELSINKI
FINLAND

Calendar


